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Mountain Course Mile Marker 12 to Mile Marker 14 

Top of Barregarrow (Crossroads) 
From Handley’s  and the 12th Mile Marker, the 
course   goes   past  Shoughlaigh  Farm  and 
McGuiness’s  (formerly  Shoughlaigh Bridge 
but  renamed  after    John  McGuiness),   past 
Ballaskyr Farm  on  the  left,  on to the Top of 
Barregarrow     also     called      Barregarrow 
Crossroads. Barregarrow Chapel, seen here, 
is  on  the  left   at  the   crossroads.  Access  is 
available  via   the   B10  if  you  are  inside  the 
course, or  by turning right off  the  A4 just after 
Glen Moar if outside. Parking here is limited but 
there  are   refreshments  and  toilets  available.  

Bottom of Barregarrow 
From  the  left  hand  corner at the Chapel, the 
road  goes  down  Barregarrow  Hill, past the 
13th Mile Marker on the right, to the Bottom of 
Barregarrow, where there is another left hand 
bend round the cottage. The outside of the left 
hand   bends  at   the  top  and  the  bottom  of 
Barregarrow,  on  the  right  side of the course, 
are    restricted    areas.     The    Bottom    of 
Barregarrow   is  not  accessible  by  vehicles 
unless  the  roads   are    open.    The    course 
continues   past   Cammall   Farm on the right, 
and past the original 13th Milestone. 

Cronk Urleigh to Kirkmichael 
After the  13th Milestone  the  road  goes down 
hill past Cronk Urleigh Farm on the right, and 
on to  Westwood  with  Westwood cottage on 
the right.  The  left  hander here is also known 
as  Ballalonna Bridge  related  to  Ballalonna 
Farm  that  is  on the inside of the course. The 
road then goes past  Brake Leg,  which is just 
before  the dip that leads onto the straight that 
runs  up  to  Kirkmichael  and Douglas Road 
Corner.  The  run  in  to Kirkmichael is seen in 
the  picture  here.  On the way in to Kirmichael 
you  pass  the  14th  Mile  Marker  on the right. 


